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Suprema Ultimate Quick Detailer
Formulated with the latest technology in polymers, Suprema Ultimate Quick Detailer produces the best
shine ever and protects your paint better than any other product available!! Spray on, wipe off for a
flawless showroom shine.

Suprema Superb Spray Wax
Quickly and easily delivers that depth of wax finish for a brilliant shine. Suprema Superb Spray Wax is
formulated with the latest advanced formula polymers and silicones plus genuine imported carnauba to
provide outstanding uv protection and superb depth of finish. Spray on, let dry to a haze and wipe off
for the best deep lustrous finish you’ve ever had.

Suprema Super X Waterless Car Wash
A necessity in these days of drought and water use restrictions, Suprema Super X Waterless Car Wash
cleans and polishes, removes dirt and grime with no scratches or blemishes and solves your car wash
problems. Leaves no film but a polymer protected surface that will be even easier to wash next time.
Simply spray on and wipe off.

Suprema Xtra Tire Shine
Custom blended with polymer technology that not only makes your tires look great but also protects
sidewalls from harmful u.v. rays. Spray it on, wipe off for that spectacular black tire look.

Suprema Ultra Duty Wax
Two versions of Ultra Duty Wax are available, #1 for light color cars, #2 for dark color cars. Both are
long lasting synthetics with a dynamic wet look shine and are formulated with a blend of polymers and
the best in Brazilian Carnauba to produce an slick, u.v. protected dazzling, deep shine. Easy to apply,
let dry to a haze and wipe off.

Suprema Impressa Wheel / Rim Cleaner
Cleans alloy and steel wheels better than any other using Suprema’s patented polymer technology.
Contains no acids or caustics; rinses clean with no residue. Exceptional at removing brake dust
buildup. Easy to use, simply spray on, rinse off.

Suprema Super Leather Conditioner
Restores that natural beauty to leather without that oily residue found in many leather treatments.
Based on a mink oil formulation combined with the latest moisturizing polymers, Suprema Super
Leather Conditioner penetrates deeply into the leather, producing a long lasting conditioned
appearance. Easy to apply, simply wipe on and wipe off.
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